Camelback Mountain Resort Job Description
Job Title:
Reports To:
Classification:
Posting Start Date:
Posting End Date:

GROOMER
Mountain Operations Supervisor
Full-time Year-round
June 18, 2012
July 2, 2012

Job Summary: In alignment with the resort’s vision and mission and organizational

values and under the direction of the Mountain Operations Supervisor, the Groomer
will be responsible for providing the Guests with the best conditions through
appropriate grooming operations in the Ski Area, Tubing Park, and Terrain Parks.
During summer season, the Groomer is assigned to Grounds Maintenance unless
already assigned to another summer position.
Specific Functions:
1. Operates all grooming equipment in a safe and efficient manner in coordination with
Snowmaking, Terrain Park, and Tubing Park operations.
2. Prepares all mountain surfaces utilizing various machines, ie Winchcat, free groomer, Terrain
and Tubing Park groomers, and grooming techniques.
3. Completes all log required sheets timely and accurately.
4. Reports all grooming vehicle malfunctions or repairs needed to the Mountain Operations
Supervisor in a timely manner.
5. Assists in snow removal for resort roads and parking lots, when applicable.
6. Adheres to the Customer Service Standards of Camelback Mountain Resort as well as all
Company policies as outlined in the Employee Handbook.
Job Qualifications:
 1-3 years grooming or heavy equipment experience preferred.
 Current CDL license with air brake endorsement preferred.
 Creative problem solving skills required.
 Ability to identify the latest industry trends in grooming.
 Ability to ski or snowboard preferred.
 Leadership, problem solving, organizational and communication skills required.
 Ability to get along well with others required.
Generally Accountable For:
 Using established grooming performance metrics.
 Complying with all departmental and Company safety standards.
 Acting as a source of communication between day and night operations.
 Actively supporting all Company initiatives.
 Communicating effectively with all members of the Camelback Mountain Resort team.
 Assists the Mountain Operations Supervisor in all other mountain operation functions as
required.
Work Conditions and Schedule:






Exposure to extreme weather conditions and temperatures for extended periods of time
should be expected.
Must be able to operate heavy machinery for extended periods of time.
During ski season, this position is scheduled primarily overnight. However, day, night,
weekend and holiday availability is required as well as flexibility with work schedule.
During peak seasons, the schedule may require a work period over 40 hours per week.

This job description is to be considered a general outline of the duties and responsibilities
of this position and is subject to changes and revisions by Camelback Mountain Resort at
any time. Responsibilities are listed as guidelines only and the job is not necessarily limited
to these specifications.

